Network operators require NAT devices to log events like creation and deletion of translations and information about the resources that the NAT device is managing. In many cases, the logs are essential to identify an attacker or a host that was used to launch malicious attacks and for various other purposes of accounting. Since there is no standard way of logging this information, different NAT devices use proprietary formats; hence, it is difficult to expect consistent behavior. This lack of standardization makes it difficult to write the Collector applications that would receive this data and process it to present useful information. This document describes the formats for logging NAT events.
Introduction
The IP Flow Information Export (IPFIX) Protocol [RFC7011] defines a generic push mechanism for exporting information and events. The IPFIX Information Model [IPFIX-IANA] defines a set of standard Information Elements (IEs) that can be carried by the IPFIX protocol. This document details the IPFIX IEs that MUST be logged by a NAT device that supports NAT logging using IPFIX and all the optional fields. The fields specified in this document are gleaned from [RFC4787] and [RFC5382] .
This document and [NAT-LOG] are written in order to standardize the events and parameters to be recorded using IPFIX [RFC7011] and SYSLOG [RFC5424] , respectively. This document uses IPFIX as the encoding mechanism to describe the logging of NAT events. However, the information that is logged should be the same irrespective of what kind of encoding scheme is used. IPFIX is chosen because it is an IETF standard that meets all the needs for a reliable logging mechanism. IPFIX provides the flexibility to the logging device to define the datasets that it is logging. The IEs specified for logging must be the same irrespective of the encoding mechanism used.
Terminology
The term "NAT device" in this document refers to any NAT44 or NAT64 device. The term "Collector" refers to any device that receives binary data from a NAT device and converts it into meaningful information. This document uses the term "session" as defined in [RFC2663] , and the term "Binding Information Base" (BIB) as defined in [RFC6146] . The term "Information Element" or "IE" is defined in [RFC7011] . The term "Carrier-Grade NAT" refers to a large-scale NAT device as described in [RFC6888] The IPFIX IEs that are NAT specific are created with NAT terminology. In order to avoid creating duplicates, IEs are reused if they convey the same meaning. This document uses the term "timestamp" for the IE, which defines the time when an event is logged; this is the same as the IPFIX term "observationTimeMilliseconds" as described in [IPFIX-IANA]. Since observationTimeMilliseconds is not selfexplanatory for NAT implementors, the term "timeStamp" is used. Event templates, which refer to IPFIX Template Records, as well as log events, which refer to IPFIX Flow Records, are also used in this document. 
Requirements Language
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in This document assumes that the NAT device will use the existing IPFIX framework to send the log events to the Collector. This would mean that the NAT device will specify the template that it is going to use for each of the events. The templates can be of varying length, and there could be multiple templates that a NAT device could use to log the events.
The implementation details of the Collector application are beyond the scope of this document.
The optimization of logging the NAT events is left to the implementation and is beyond the scope of this document.
Deployment
NAT logging based on IPFIX uses binary encoding; hence, it is very efficient. IPFIX-based logging is recommended for environments where a high volume of logging is required, for example, where per-flow logging is needed or in case of Carrier-Grade NAT. However, IPFIXbased logging requires a Collector that processes the binary data and requires a network management application that converts this binary data to a human-readable format.
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A Collector may receive NAT events from multiple CGN devices. The Collector distinguishes between the devices using the source IP address, source port, and Observation Domain ID in the IPFIX header. The Collector can decide to store the information based on the administrative policies that are in line with the operator and the local jurisdiction. The retention policy is not dictated by the Exporter and is left to the policies that are defined at the Collector.
A Collector may have scale issues if it is overloaded by a large number of simultaneous events. An appropriate throttling mechanism may be used to handle the oversubscription.
The logs that are exported can be used for a variety of reasons. An example use case is to do accounting based on when the users logged on and off. The translation will be installed when the user logs on and removed when the user logs off. These events create log records. Another use case is to identify an attacker or a host in a provider network. The network administrators can use these logs to identify the usage patterns, the need for additional IP addresses, and etc. The deployment of NAT logging is not limited to just these cases.
Event-Based Logging
An event in a NAT device can be viewed as a state transition because it relates to the management of NAT resources. The creation and deletion of NAT sessions and bindings are examples of events, as they result in resources (addresses and ports) being allocated or freed. The events can happen through the processing of data packets flowing through the NAT device, through an external entity installing policies on the NAT router, or as a result of an asynchronous event like a timer. The list of events is provided in Table 2 . Each of these events SHOULD be logged, unless this is administratively prohibited. A NAT device MAY log these events to multiple Collectors if redundancy is required. The network administrator will specify the Collectors to which the log records are to be sent. It is necessary to preserve the list of Collectors and its associated information like the IPv4/IPv6 address, port, and protocol across reboots so that the configuration information is not lost when the device is restarted. The NAT device implementing the IPFIX logging MUST follow the IPFIX specification in [RFC7011] .
Logging Destination Information
Logging destination information in a NAT event is discussed in [RFC6302] and [RFC6888] . Logging destination information increases the size of each record and increases the need for storage considerably. It increases the number of log events generated because when the same user connects to a different destination, it results in a log record per destination address. Logging the source and destination addresses results in loss of privacy. Logging of destination addresses and ports, pre-or post-NAT, SHOULD NOT be done [RFC6888] . However, this document provides the necessary fields to log the destination information in cases where they must be logged.
Information Elements
The templates could contain a subset of the IEs shown in Table 1 
-----------------------------------+--------+-------+--------------+
Note: (*) indicates octetArray 
Definition of NAT Events
The following is the complete list of NAT events and the proposed event type values. The natEvent IE is defined in the "IPFIX Information Elements" registry [IPFIX-IANA];. The list can be expanded in the future as necessary. The data record will have the corresponding natEvent value to indicate the event that is being logged.
Note that the first two events are marked "Historic" and are listed here for the sole purpose of completeness. Any compliant implementation SHOULD NOT use the events that are marked "Historic". These values were defined prior to the existence of this document and outside the IETF. These events are not standalone and require more information to be conveyed to qualify the event. For example, the NAT translation create event does not specify if it is NAT44 or NAT64. As a result, the Behave working group decided to have an explicit definition for each one of the unique events. ------+----------------------------------- ----+ Table 3 : Quota Exceeded Event
Threshold Reached Event Types
The following table shows the sub-event types for the Threshold Reached event. The administrator can configure the thresholds, and whenever the threshold is reached or exceeded, the corresponding events are generated. The main difference between the Quota Exceeded and Threshold Reached events is that, once the Quota Exceeded events are hit, the packets are dropped or mappings will not be created, whereas the Threshold Reached events will provide the operator a chance to take action before the traffic disruptions can happen. A NAT device can choose to implement one or the other, or both.
The address pool high threshold event will be reported when the address pool reaches a high-water mark as defined by the operator. This will serve as an indication that either the operator might have to add more addresses to the pool or the subsequent users may be denied NAT translation mappings.
The address pool low threshold event will be reported when the address pool reaches a low-water mark as defined by the operator. This will serve as an indication that the operator can reclaim some of the global IPv4 addresses in the pool.
The address and port mapping high threshold event is generated when the number of ports in the configured address pool has reached a configured threshold.
The per-user address and port mapping high threshold is generated when a single user utilizes more address and port mapping than a configured threshold. We don't track the low threshold for per-user address and port mappings because, as the ports are freed, the address will become available. The address pool low threshold event will then be triggered so that the global IPv4 address can be reclaimed. The following is the template of events that will be logged. The events below are identified at the time of this writing, but the set of events is extensible. A NAT device that implements a given NAT event MUST support the mandatory IEs in the templates. Depending on the implementation and configuration, various IEs that are not mandatory can be included or ignored.
NAT44 Session Create and Delete Events
These events will be generated when a NAT44 session is created or deleted. The template will be the same; the natEvent will indicate whether it is a create or a delete event. The following is a template of the event.
The destination address and port information is optional as required by [RFC6888] . However, when the destination information is suppressed, the session log event contains the same information as the BIB event. In such cases, the NAT device SHOULD NOT send both BIB and session events. These events will be generated when a NAT64 session is created or deleted. The following is a template of the event. 
